
                     

 
Hi Chainganger's! 
 
Yaaaaaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrgggggggghhhhhhhhhhh!  I got my first ride in on Sunday!  Huge thanks to Naeem 
and the Valencia crew for pitching up to chaperone me at 6am, even Ashley dragged his body from duvet land to 
get in a few kms!  Anyway we didn't overdo it but got in 47kms and I didn't feel a thing, no pain (except for 
butt) and legs felt good, although riding a bike definitely works you more than an indoor trainer!  This weekend 
is the Sabie Experience and once again I'm the Spanner Man so I'll be riding at the back helping those 
mechanically challenged Guaties to fix punctures and the like! 
 
The Noon 2 Moon was a blast and despite some of the so called local heroes deciding to pull on their big girls 
panties and not pitch up due to the rain, it was a huge success, the racing was tight and everyone had the best 
fun ever in the Mud! 
 
The Chaingang year end function was a huge success and I must thank all of the Gangers who pitched up, we had 
over 85 guys there and it was a great relaxed informal type gig with lots-a snacks and dop and a great time was 
had by all. Big up to Robert Ferreira for letting us use his showroom and Liezel for arranging the whole shebang! 
 
A big massive hug goes out to Sandy and Charmaine who have worked tirelessly this year running the club admin 
whilst at the same time looking after a few dozen of Sabie's rug rats at the daycare, although Comissiareing 
cyclists at races and looking after toddlers is surprisingly similar!  Also Dennis who continues to find 
exhilarating trails in those Sabie Mountains, one day he may stumble across the Kruger Millions, as it is he's 
more than happy with the millions of smiles he get's every time a mountain biker drops into another great piece 
of single track!  As Sponsors go we have the best in the country, from one of South Africa's pioneering 
Mountain Bikers in Robert at Autotec, those crazy dudes at Mankele to the ever smiling Naeem at Valencia, we 
are blessed and stoked!  And from me personally, in what has been a trying year, huge cheers to all my mates 
and buds who have been so concerned, and a massive (and I mean freekin enormous!) thanks to Alda for her love 
and support! 
 
I'll be sending out random SMS's and e mails through the 
holidays and if anyone wants to advertise a ride then give me 
a shout.   
 
Also just in case Santa needs a last minute gift for the 
missus, Mankele has dropped the price of the last Scott 
Spark Carbon 29er Expert that they have left from R25 
000 to R20 000, its a small and is in awesome condition, 
complete with R2000 worth of Rotor Rings. 
 
Valencia is also offering a huge discount on the remaining 
2012 bikes whilst a killer new deal of 10% of the value of a 
2013 model will get you free accessories to that value! 
 
  
See ya on the dirt! – IT IS TRUEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!1 
Cheers Brett. 
082 774 5821 
brett.coates@pamgolding.co.za 


